GREENBANK PRE SCHOOL
DAILY PLAN FOR CHILDREN WEEK 5 04.05.2020
MONDAY

TUESDAY

ZOOM with Mrs. French
Make a musical instrument. You will need empty kitchen roll tubes, cereal boxes, yogurt pots, rice/
beans dried, elastic bands and if you are really lucky you could have a go at making a xylophone
using bits of wood. If you go on youtube there are many ideas for this activity. When we do music
again you could bring it along!
I explore software and use what I learn to solve problems and present my ideas, thoughts, or
information.
TCH0-03a
Throughout my learning, I explore and discover different ways of representing my ideas in
imaginative ways.
TCH0-15a
ZOOM with Ms. Allan
STEM/ Literacy activity. Get 4 small empty jars or glasses- they must be see-through. Get a few
(4)teaspoons of cooking oil, a few teaspoons of soil, a few teaspoons of salt, a few teaspoons of
rice- you could put these things in a separate yogurt pot each. Now fill your glasses or jars just
over halfway up with water. Add your soil, oil, salt and rice to each. Give them a stir with a
teaspoon and leave them for about 30 minutes- you could go and run round the garden for a bit!
When you go back to look at them talk about what you can see. Record your ideas and findings.
Here are some key words to help you.
Transparent
Opaque
Dissolve
Heavy
Light

More
Less
Separate
Mix
Measure
Solution
I use signs, books or other texts to find useful or interesting information and I use this to
plan, make choices or learn new things.
LIT0-14a
I can talk about science stories to develop my understanding of science and the world around
me.
SCN0-20a
WEDNESDAY ZOOM with Mrs. Okoth- this will be a special one as you are invited to meet a real artist- 4pm
today!
Attached to this plan is a drawing project. At this time of year the leaves are almost all fully grown
and incredibly beautiful. Green is everywhere and if you look closely at a leaf you will see the most
amazing patterns. Oak leaves are my favourite but there are no oak trees growing near my home.
So I chose a sycamore. I tried to draw the patterns on the leaf. I used a very fine black felt pen.
You can choose any leaf you want and you can create your own pattern too. This task is very good
for your control of a pen and eventually your handwriting.
 I can engage in activities with hand-eye coordination
 I can use one-handed tools and equipment
 I can draw lines and circles using gross motor movement
 I can manipulate objects with increasing control
 I can control writing tools
 I can use an anti-clockwise movement to retrace vertical lines
 I can attempt to form recognisable letters



THURSDAY

FRIDAY

I can hold a pencil correctly and use it effectively to form recognisable letters most of
which are correctly formed

ZOOM with Miss Periss
Yesterday evening I will have sent you a picture of a painting. You will already have talked about it
with ‘the artist’! Now I want you to try to make your own version of the painting using water colours
or poster paints- whatever you have at home- you could even use felt pens. Can’t wait to see what
you do!!!
I can respond to the work of artists and designers by discussing my thoughts and feelings. I
can give and accept constructive comments on my own and others’ work.
EXA0-07a
ZOOM with Mrs. Um
Recipe of the week today. Check the parent section of our website to get the recipe for this week.
Together we enjoy handling, tasting, talking and learning about different foods, discovering
ways in which eating and drinking may help us to grow and keep healthy.
HWB0-30a
I am developing a sense of size and amount by observing, exploring, using and communicating
with others about things in the world around me.
MNU0-01a

Don’t forget to share your learning experiences with your keyworker!!

